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It will not restrict the student only to look for those govt running colleges to take admission hence
the students will be more beneficial at the end of the day and of course the privatisation will
definitely help the new entrepreneurs to come into the picture.

Wonder with a literacy rate as much as 100% where a state like Kerala heading. Well the present
situation of education in Kerala is not as much as demanding though it might sound like a little
disappointing. Kerala is one state full of potential though when we talk about the overall Indiaâ€™s
education system Kerala is kind of very insignificant in contribution. It is very surprising though. At
present the literacy rate in Kerala is as much as 91% which means this state is way ahead of
literacy when we compare it to other states in India. However itâ€™s very surprising though that the
universities and higher education system in Kerala is not so encouraging.

Perhaps Kerala University is only leading university in Kerala which offers generic higher education
to its people. When we talk about the india education  in kerala there are about six universities, 17
engineering colleges, 3 dental colleges and 4 Ayurveda colleges. Keralaâ€™s education system is not
so bad if we compare it to other states in India. Though itâ€™s not catching up the speed at which
Bangalore or Delhi is doing. At present there are 32 colleges in Kerala. The state govt perhaps fails
to see the immense possibility karallas in terms of education sector. Its investment in this sector is
very minimal. Preventing the private institutes to flourish is another biggest drawback which limits
Kerala to only govt run institutions. This certainly keeps the competition in terms of seats allocated
to each college very high and restricted only to very meritorious students. The higher education
sector doesnâ€™t attract talent here. More prominently medical, engineering and nursing draws most
attention amongst its students. The lure for govt job is also very interesting.

There is immense popularity of Kerala in terms of Ayurveda and this definitely draws a lot of tourist.
But the colleges are very minimal in this particular domain as well. Perhaps privatisation is the only
way to flourish the education system in Kerala. More number of private institutes will employ more
number of students and admissions will be more in number of course. However Kerala does have
few foreign education centres. But it hardly serves any cause. Corruption due to red tapism or
bureaucracy or due to bureaucratic mindset in universities is surely harming Kerala from growing.
There is everything about Kerala that is interesting whether itâ€™s a godâ€™s own country or the tourism
perspective. But still the education system is not so luring if we compare Kerala with other states. Its
literacy rate is ever increasing and it has got everything to be a topmost state in education. But still
itâ€™s not, which is very unfortunate. Perhaps govt initiative would help Kerala grow faster in education
sector. More investment in private sector institutes and more number of authorisation of private
institutes will help Kerala in achieving Kerala to reach may be at top position in near future. When
there comes the point of study in india  You can be pretty sure with a literacy rate like 91 % Kerala is
definitely a worth investing state. This can only happen only if the govt and private sector joins hand
and take initiatives to expand the institutes and colleges in Kerala. This will surely give some relief
to students in Kerala and overall admission process will be looser.
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universities in kerala for quality education.
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